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Outline

The Facts About Reg Kulperger

• as I learned about them from Reg

• and as I remember them

Consequences
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Early Life and Education

Reg was born in the last century in the GBA.

He was educated in Brantford, Ontario.

He graduated from High School as an Ontario Scholar during the rise to
fame of one of Canada’s more charismatic politicians so that
unfortunately,

Kulpergermania is not a thing.
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Early Life and Education

He began studies at the University of Waterloo in the mathematics
program.

Notable classmates: Nancy Reid, Francis Zwiers, and many others.

Reg enjoyed all aspects of mathematics: algebra, analysis, measure
theory, topology, ... and probability and statistics.
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Early Life and Education

His Masters supervisor was Mary Thompson, who fostered his deep
appreciation for stochastic processes and statistical inference.

He left for Carleton University, to pursue a PhD with Don Dawson.
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PhD Cover Page

Question for Discussion:
What is Don Dawson’s
first initial?
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PhD Abstract

Themes:
• Birth and Death Process

(with Immigration)
• Diffusion
• Parameter Estimation
• Count Process
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PhD Abstract

Themes:
• Brillinger-Type Mix-

ing/Time Series
• CLT
• Fourier Transforms
• Asymptotic Likelihood
• Parameter Identifiability
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Early Career

1978: NSERC Postdoctoral fellowship in Berkeley with David Brillinger.

Early 1980s: McMaster University

1982: UWO

1988: First PhD Student - supposed to work on statistical inference for
point processes. RJK: “Read these papers by Brillinger and we’ll work
on this CLT for cluster point processes. It should be a pretty
straightforward application of an m-dependent CLT.”

1988-89: Study Leave in Heidelberg, interacting with P. Tautu and W.
Rittgen - interacting particle systems as models for tumour growth
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Tips for PhD Supervision

Fall, 1989: First PhD Student - still supposed to work on statistical
inference for point processes - little progress

RJK: “OK, but let’s not be at this same point next year.”
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Tips for PhD Supervision - Part II

Fall, 1990: First PhD Student - still supposed to work on statistical
inference for point processes - still little progress

... but some progress on statistical identifiability of parameters of an
interacting particle system as a model for tumour growth
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RJK: “OK, but let’s not be at this same point next year.”



Tips for PhD Supervision - Part III

Fall, 1991: First PhD Student - still supposed to work on statistical
inference for point processes - still little progress
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RJK: “OK, I guess the thesis is on interacting particle systems. ”



Consequences

From Reg, I have learned that all areas of mathematics and statistics
have points of interest.

With Reg, I have worked on many problems that he inspired: interacting
particle systems, first for tumour growth, but more successfully, for fire
growth; time series bootstrapping, point process bootstrapping*;
parameter identifiability of interacting particle system models; coupling
proofs; moment-based differential equations; ...

*I finally got this figured out, but see final slides
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My Own Problems with Point Processes

The papers by Brillinger on point processes are sometimes a bit terse,
and I had a lot of trouble putting them into a context that I could
understand. I struggled unsuccessfully to decipher inference for point
process intensity functions.

Shortly after arriving at my first job at the University of Winnipeg, a
psychology professor called me up and asked me if I knew anything
about point processes.
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My Own Problems with Point Processes

I could not tell the truth.

WJB: “Sure, what do you need to know?”
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My Own Problems with Point Processes

UWpg Psychologist: “There are these papers by Brillinger ... ”
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Epilogue

With Jennifer Asimit, my own first PhD student, I received the CJS Best
Paper Award in 2006 for
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..

Asimit, J. and Braun, W.J. Third order point process intensity estimation
for reaction time experiment data. Can. J. Statist. 33 243–257, 2005.
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Thanks, Reg!


